Introduction to Catalytic Deoxygenation of Phenols by CO.
Recent research in our laboratories has established the viability of the catalytic deoxygenation of phenols by carbon monoxide. The deoxygenation of phenols is a problem of both fundamental and practical importance. The deoxygenation of phenols to arenes is a simple, yet a difficult chemical transformation to achieve. The phenolic C-0 bond energy of 103 kcal/mol is as strong as a benzene C-H bond and over 10 kcal/mol stronger than the C-0 bonds of methanol or ethanol.
Catalytic hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) of phenols over sulfided Moly-Al203, NiMoly-Al203, Co-Moly-Al203 or other supported metal oxide catalysts can be achieved, at exceedingly high hydrogen pressures (> 100 atm) and temperatures (> 200 OC)?-l0 Arene ring hydrogenation generally competes effectively with hydrodeoxygenation,2-10 and was found to occur an order of magnitude faster than consumed in hydrogenation of the aromatic rings. HDO catalysts are easily p~isoned.~ Moreover, the HDO side product, water, is found to dramatically impair HDO activity by occupying anion vacancies on the catalyst surface^.^
As a consequence, most of the hydrogen is
The ineficiency of catalysts for phenol deoxygenation in the presence of hydrogen can be attributed to the absence of a low energy mechanistic pathway for the hydrogenolysis of the strong phenol C -0 bond. We are currently studying new transition metal catalysts for the efficient and selective deoxygenation of phenols using the CO/CO2 couple to remove phenolic oxygen atoms. The deoxygenation of phenols by CO, eq 1, is thermodynamically favored by over 20 kcal/mol; however, remarkably no commercial catalysts are yet available for this important reaction.
AG,, = -20.7 kcal/mol
The key to our studies involves the exploitation of the recently discovered insertion of CO into the M-0 bonds of metal phenoxides, eq 2, and subsequent decarboxylation to afford CO2 and a metal phenyl complex,l eq 3, which can produce benzene by protonation or hydrogenation, eq 4 and 5.
In contrast to hydrodeoxygenation of phenols, for which no obvious low energy pathways exist for C-0 bond rupture, the thermodynamic driving force for C02 elimination, in eq 3, is high. Moreover, cooperative metal arene-n interactions or metal stabilized benzyne intermediates' are likely to be important in facilitating the deoxygenation by C02 loss.
Our initial phases of research focus on identifying catalyst requirements essential for low temperature deoxygenation of phenols. These studies make use of soluble transition metal catalysts and phenols. These well defined systems are chosen because they are amenable to facile characterization by routine spectroscopic methods (IR, NMR, UV-Vis) at modest temperatures and pressures. The advantage of transition metal catalysts is that their study provides a richly detailed knowledge of fundamental chemical mechanisms for catalysis. Our ongoing studies focus on mono(ary1oxide) potential catalysts of the class: Ir(triphos)(O-Ph), [Pt( triphos) (0-Ph)] + and Rh(trip has)( 0-Ph). 
Recent Advances in Catalytic Deoxygenation of Phenols by CO.
Given that HDO chemistry is currently not carried out separately of HDS and HDN, the use of carbon monoxide to affect the corresponding hydrodesulfuration and hydrodenitrogenation is being explored. With this in mind, -we have broadened our platinum mediated chemistry to include model compounds for the hydrodenitrification and hydrodesulfurizaiton of heteroatom containing arenes using carbon monoxide. Our current focus is on the reaction of these complexes with carbon monoxide and the isolation of any intermediates. Analysis of the product gases for carbon dioxide and solution for organic products will also take place.
